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Babies love playing peekaboo, and with Pop-Up Peekaboo! Colors, they'll get to play their favorite

game while being introduced to both books and colors. With this fun and interactive title, children

aged nine months and up will delight in meeting a yellow duck, red bird, a blue fish, a green turtle

and a rainbow butterfly hiding behind the flaps.
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We love the Peek-a-boo series from DK, but my little girl is 25 months old so she's out-growing most

of them. We're going to have to put away all the ones that show babies in diapers soon. But this one

is great! No diaper pictures and the pop-ups make it feel more older kid oriented. My girl's solid on

identifying all the colors included but she still enjoys the text, flaps and pop-ups. Tonight at story

time she made up a story about how the green turtle is trying to find the green puppy even though

he's right in front of her. Silly turtle!

Pro: This book has vivid colors and uses real life photos for some of the pictures. My 1 year old

loves it when I scream PEEKABOO! Con: Not well written and easy to rip apart lol. I found the story

too simple yet long winded. Easy to rip up too I found myself playing keep away with my daughter. I

would recommend this book to someone if I saw it in the cheap bin I'd say, "hey, peekaboo" But in

all honesty my daughter loves this book and so....



I'm putting the same review for each of these books that I bought. These books are sturdy because

the cover and pages are made of heavy cardboard. Each time you turn a page you are presented

with a flap that, when lifted, reveals a surprise. The stories are simple and I can see a child

interested in reading, learning to read simple words.

The only reason it's a 3 because it was stained back of the book and the turtle was bent and the

entire book was just loose. It should of been in a better condition at least clean out the stains and fix

the turtle. But other than that it's cute.

This is a really cute pop-up book that I bought at a local big box store. It is one of several in the DK

Publishing set that they both carried and that I purchased. It is for playing with my 17 month old

grandson who loves the Bizzy Bear series. My only concern is that the pop-ups are a little flimsy. I

am solving this by making these books ones that he looks at only with Grandma rather than those

he gets to play with by himself. I already lost one Bizzy Bear book to his over enthusiastic attempts

to turn a page (which really ripped open the activity and ruined the book.)He likes the colors and the

stories and we try to name the different items on the page. I think the book will be good for about a

year and then it will be ready for more grandchildren in the future.

Good use of colors and sturdy outsid. Would recommend the company use higher level of

cardboard for the pop ups. Kids this age automatically reach for the pop up and can rip it

immediately before you even have read the first words. Also would not have used a goose as it's

hard enough for a child to discern between a duck and chicken let alone throwing a goose in the

mix. Good use of color and animals.

This just wasn't made for a small child, IMO. Mine arrived damaged from the get go, but I could see

that even though it is a board book, it's very thin. It wouldn't take much for my 3 month old to tear it

apart, let alone an older, stronger tyke.

I'm actually buying this book to replace my friends copy that my 6 month old ate and destroyed. It's

a really cute book, but it's def for older kids... My baby almost choked on the paper
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